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Abstract 
 This research report aims to examine and evaluate the ways in which two leading 
running product companies, Nike and Brooks Running, Inc., target female runners in the 
context of Runner’s World magazine (the world’s leading running-related magazine).  It 
presents relevant past research, theories and methodologies and applies them to the 
analysis. From the analysis and comparisons, a collection of best practice 
recommendations are determined in order to inform and advise any company’s future 
advertising efforts directed at female runners.
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Introduction and Landscape 
Runners are everywhere. Some run competitively, others run for fitness. Many 
run for the joy it brings them, while others rely on running to maintain their mental 
health.  Runners are friends and family; they are co-workers, neighbors and complete 
strangers. Yet, no matter who they are, where they’re from or if they even consider 
themselves “a runner,” those who step out, place one foot in front of the other, huff and 
puff their way to reach their goals, belong to a global community unlike any other. 
 In the United States, there are approximately 32 million runners (NSGA, 2009). 
The “core runners” are defined as active adult participants who take part in running 
events, train year-round (213 days and 1,269 miles per year on average) and purchase 
between two and four pairs of running shoes annually (Running USA, 2011).  Running’s 
appeal as an affordable, convenient sport in which everyone can participate and enjoy has 
served as a catalyst for its explosive growth (Physical Activity Council, 2012). Between 
2009 and 2010, marathon participation rose 9% despite the persisting recession, the 
second largest increase in the last 25 years, aside from a 10% growth in 2009 (Running 
USA, 2011). According to the Sporting Goods Manufacturing Association (SGMA), the 
number of total running participants (not limited strictly to marathon entrants) nationwide 
has grown nearly 13% between 2009 and 2010 and has increased by 57% in the past 10 
years (Running USA, 2011). The SGMA predicts the sport of running holds some of the 
greatest growth potential from 2010 through 2015, ranking twelfth on the list with a 
projected 31% overall growth rate (Running USA 2011).  
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 A detailed investigation of “core runners” provides important insight to 
businesses hoping to capitalize on the sport’s enormous popularity and growth potential.  
This group is highly educated and affluent, with 77% possessing a college degree 
(compared to the national 29.5%) and a reported household income over $75,000 
(Running USA 2011).  According to the National Runner Survey, core runners are 
primarily motivated to run in order to maintain fitness (81%), stay healthy (77%), have 
fun (66%) and relieve stress (64%) (Running USA 2011).  Running outpaces other sports 
traditionally regarded as affluent such as golf, tennis and skiing in both overall 
participation as well as rate of growth (Runner’s World Media Kit).  Of the 32 million 
runners nationally, 54% are female and 46% are male (National Runner Survey, Running 
USA 2011).  Of this massive consumer group, over half are female, making the female 
runner demographic a lucrative and logical target for running apparel and shoe brands.   
The average female runner is 39 years of age, has been running for 10 years and 
runs 22 miles per week (Running USA 2011). Of this group, approximately 42% reported 
to be content with their weight and fitness level (Running USA 2011).  Among the core 
female runners, 65% spent over $90 on each pair of their running shoes and purchase an 
average of 2.9 pairs of each year as well as 80.4% who spent over $100 specifically on 
running apparel in the past year (Running USA 2011). According to the data, female 
runners indicated that the top three brands of running shoes they last purchased were 
ASICS (26%), Brooks (17%) and Saucony (14%). Their favorite brands of running 
apparel were Nike (65%), Under Armour (46%), Champion (34%) and Adidas (31%) 
(Running USA 2011).   
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Despite a lagging economy, industry statistics indicate the overall category 
growth for running equipment is up and will continue to grow, citing a 4% increase for 
all running footwear and an 8% increase for all running apparel (Leisure Trends Group, 
July 2011).  This indicates the manufacture and sale of running apparel and equipment 
will be an important consideration for sportswear companies. 
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Runner’s World Magazine 
 Originally launched by Bob Anderson in 1966, Runner’s World has long been 
regarded as the world’s leading running publication and is the “home base to a robust 
community of powerful consumers” (Runner’s World Media Kit, 2011).  Its mission is to 
“inform, advise and motivate runners of all ages and abilities” (Runner’s World website). 
The monthly magazine, published by Rodale Press, features stories on various running 
events, runner profiles, shoe and apparel reviews, training guides and much more.  It is 
one of very few printed media outlets that continues to see growth despite the world’s 
increasing penchant for digital media (MRI, Spring 2010). Its 2,521,000 readers are 
comprised of beginners, fitness runners, competitive racers and elite runners from all over 
the country and world (ABC Statement, 2012).  The average US Runner’s World reader 
is 38.6 years of age and has a median household income of $94,420 (MRI, Spring 2010 
for Runner’s World). Of the over 2.5 million readers, 54% of those are women, 61% are 
college graduates (or beyond) and 43% hold professional or managerial roles (Runner’s 
World Media Kit, 2011). In 2010, the magazine saw 14% subscription growth and 
achieved their benchmark of averaging over 100,000 copies on newsstands (Capell’s 
Circulation Report, December 2010).   According to a survey conducted by Runner’s 
World, its readers: like to explore and learn new things (83%), seek variety in their lives  
(79%), consider themselves intellectual (72%) and crave excitement (62%) (MRI, Fall 
2009, Runner’s World Media Kit).  Runner’s World’s widespread circulation, large 
subscriber base and trustworthy reputation make it an ideal vehicle through which to 
communicate advertising messages about products and services related to running. 
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Advertising to Female Runners 
 Since over half of the nation’s runners are female and over half of Runner’s 
World magazine’s readers are also female, it would make sense that companies should 
utilize the publication to communicate directly with a distinct female market.  In 2010, 
59% of all half-marathon race finishers were women, up from 49% in 2004 (Running 
USA, 2011). The female runner tends to have a high income, as noted previously, and 
spends a minimum of  $190 on running footwear and apparel every year (on average) 
making them a significant force in the retail market.  
 Companies must respect and regard the gender difference between men and 
women when it comes to marketing their products. As confirmed in studies by Courtney 
and Whipple (1983), and Barthel (1987), associations of women filling domestic roles 
have been solidified in popular culture, largely in advertising (Lukas 2011). While some 
have stated, “what is not masculine is therefore feminine,” it is critical to recognize that 
the female consumer responds differently than a male consumer and must be 
communicated to deliberately (Dominance and Sports; Angelini, 2008; Koivula, 2001). 
In a survey conducted by Euro RSCG, reported by AdWeek, many key insights pertinent 
to tailoring advertising programs were revealed. Among 18-25 year old American males, 
the concept of “freedom” is more appealing than the concept of  “love” (Dolliver 2010). 
A majority (62%) of women, on the other hand, indicated the word “love” translated most 
directly to happiness (Dolliver 2010). Compared to men, women have different 
personalities, needs and desires and thus should be communicated to in a unique way. 
Even the attitudes of women “differ significantly from those in evidence a couple 
decades ago amid a more ‘us-against-them’ phase of feminism,” indicating that 
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communicating to women now is unique even from communicating to the women of 
twenty years past (Dolliver 2010). 
 There are a myriad of ways companies disseminate their messages to women in 
regards to running products, and many notable campaigns have specifically targeted 
female runners. Past strategies targeting women include using behavioral motivational 
cues that implied it would increase their sex appeal (Goffman 1979; Jhally, 1997). An 
illustration of this tactic is shown below in a Reebok RunTone shoe advertisement (see 
Figure 1). The woman, whose face is not included, is wearing extremely short and 
revealing shorts, thus implying that wearing these shoes will help women develop a sexy 
and toned rear-end, reinforced by spots including taglines like “Better legs and a better 
butt with every step,” (Morriessey, 2009). 1 
 
                                                
1 The FTC found that the claim made by Reebok in this campaign (that ran from early 
2009 through 2010) that wearing Easytone shoes would tone and strengthen leg and butt 
muscles was not backed by any substantial proof of their effectiveness and that the 
message was deceptive. Reebok settled for $25 million that went to a fund for consumer 
refunds (Bachman, 2011). 
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Figure 1. Reebok RunTone Advertisement
 
 
Image from www.advertolog.com 
 
Other significant campaigns have promoted the concept of female equality, and 
sometimes even superiority, in order to inspire women to align with their brands. 
Recently, it was found that “female respondents (and many of their male counterparts) 
[take] it as a non-negotiable given that women’s role as the ‘second sex’ is a thing of the 
past” (Dolliver, 2010, pp. 1).  Also, advertisements are moving further away from 
traditional gender stereotypes, noted in the description of gender schema theory, 
disallowing the traditional “stereotyped attitudes [that are] reinforced when individuals 
view stereotyped portrayals of gender” (Calvert & Huston, 1987). As an example (Figure 
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2), a recent Under Armour campaign, showing a woman outpacing a man, demonstrates 
how a woman can be classified as equal to a male athlete.  
Figure 2. Under Armour Running Advertisement
 
Image from www.urbanhiitfit.com 
 
Further, many campaigns and advertisements use images, text and messaging 
using health and fitness as motivation. Self-efficacy, defined as an individual’s belief in 
their ability to perform a given behavior given the skill they perceive they poses 
(Bandura, 1997), is often used to predict behavior in multiple health and exercise-related 
situations (Weinberg and Gould 2007 p. 422).  For example, the following advertisement 
presented in Figure 3 from Asics shows that the woman is almost “purified” by the water 
as she runs, helping her achieve a “sound mind [and] sound body”  
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Figure 3. Asics Running Advertisement
 
Figure 1 
Image from www.kaleuniversity.org 
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Company Profiles 
Nike Running 
 The overall mission statement for Nike is “to bring inspiration and innovation to 
every athlete in the world,” and notes that “if you have a body, you are an athlete,” 
(www.nike.com).  Nike promotes the slogan of “Just Do It.” The once small company, 
created in 1972 by Bill Bowerman and Phil Knight at the University of Oregon in 
Eugene, Oregon, has now grown into the world’s leading overall supplier of athletic 
shoes and apparel as well as a major manufacturer of sports equipment (Datamonitor 
360). The international industry giant is headquartered in Beaverton, Oregon and 
employs approximately 38,000 people (Datamonitor 360).  Domestically, the distribution 
channel of the company is made up of 363 retail stores across the United States. Of these 
stores, 16 also house specific “Nike Women stores,” (Datamonitor 360). Nike products 
are also sold through other retailers. The company reported revenues of $20,862 million 
throughout the financial year that ended in May 2011, which was an increase of 9.7% 
over the fiscal year of 2010. North America, which is Nike’s largest geographic market, 
accounted for over 42% of total revenues (Datamonitor 360). Nike’s overwhelming 
popularity and success makes it an ideal company to evaluate and analyze in this report. 
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Brooks Running  
 Brooks Sports, Inc. is consumers’ “go-to company for anything and everything 
related to the run.” It “designs and markets high-performance men’s and women’s 
running shoes, apparel and accessories.” Brooks is “dedicated to inspiring people to run 
and be active by creating innovative gear that keeps them running longer, farther, faster 
and happier,” (www.brooksrunning.com).   Brooks Running’s slogan is “Run Happy.” 
The company saw a 23% growth in 2010, bringing it to the number one market share 
position in the specialty running channel, according to data published by Leisure Trends 
Group. Brooks (headquartered in Bothell, Washington) currently has no brick and mortar 
retail outlets, but plans to open one in downtown Seattle, Washington in 2013 (Brooks 
Running HR Representative, 2012).  While Brooks is notably smaller than Nike, its 
explosive growth and top ranking in the specialty running market make it an ideal 
company to investigate. 
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Research Questions 
The preceding research leads to the following research questions: 
RQ1a: How does Nike communicate to female runners through print advertisements in 
Runner’s World Magazine? 
 
RQ1b: How does Brooks communicate to female runners through print advertisements in 
Runner’s World Magazine? 
 
Methodology 
A composite year of Runner’s World magazine was compiled in order to evaluate 
the broad scope of communication efforts by Nike and Brooks from the year 2000 to 
2011. Randomly selecting a month from each year a representative sample of issues from 
each month and each year were gathered (N = 12). Once  assembled, each issue was 
searched  in order to find every print advertisement (defined for this study as a means of 
attracting attention to a company, brand, product or idea through means of visual cues 
printed onto a paper medium) placed by Nike and Brooks. Each advertisement was 
recorded, and a digital copy was created so that they may be included in this report.  
Table 1 depicts the number of advertisements found in each issue of Runner’s World 
magazine of the composite year created. 
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Table 1. Composite Year of Runner’s World Magazine 
Month Year # of Nike Ads # of Brooks Ads 
January 2001 1 0 
February 2005 1 0 
March 2007 1 1 
April 2002 1 0 
May 2009 1 1 
June 2000 0 1 
July 2004 0 0 
August 2006 1 0 
September 2003 1 1 
October 2010 1 1 
November 2008 0 0 
December 2011 1 0 
TOTAL  9 5 
                      
While interpreting visual advertisements is inherently subjective, previous 
researcher’s methods were adopted in order to develop a manner of analysis that would 
be as objective as possible (Goffman, 1979; Lukas 2011). In an attempt to categorize the 
advertisements, general themes were developed that were historically present in 
advertising directed at women (as mentioned in previous sections).  As Erving Goffman’s 
semiotic analysis of advertising suggests, three primary areas (touched upon previously 
regarding communication styles to women) were developed, into which each 
advertisement could be categorized (Goffman 1979, Lukas 2011). The themes most 
commonly discussed in research regarding communicating to women and fitness 
advertising are described as: 
A. Sexuality-Use of imagery to imply that running will make women more sexually 
desirable. 
B. Female Equality/Superiority/Distinction-Female runners distinct yet are equal, if 
not superior to male runners. This theme can also encompass evoked emotions of 
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freedom (especially from traditional female societal roles), independence and 
“girl power.” 
C. Fitness/Health-Running promotes health, thus will improve fitness, stamina, 
strength, workout quality and other physical aspects as well as support mental 
health and clarity. 
D. None/Other-Advertisements that fit none of the above themes. 
 
Katherine Frith (1998) offers a three-pronged approach to reading and interpreting 
print advertising messages (Lukas 2011).  Frith’s levels of analysis include: gleaning the 
surface meaning, interpreting the advertiser’s intended meaning, then extrapolating the 
garnered information to produce a cultural or ideological meaning (Lukas 2011, Frith, 
1998). Based on this approach, an analysis was developed so that it may touch on each of 
these points, but elaborate on those needing to be broken down into further detail. 
To further interpret and analyze advertisements, Leiss, Kline and Jhally (1997) 
followed a course informed by “Leymore’s (1975) semiological analysis, distinguishing 
between person, product, setting and text,” (Lukas, 2011). Leymore’s procedure was 
employed to inform the current research rubric and included a section which classifies if 
the advertisement primarily uses a person, product, setting or text to communicate its 
message. Building from Fishbein and Ajzen’s Theory of Reasoned Action Expectancy 
Value Theory (1975), individual advertisements were ranked for their possessing or 
promoting low, moderate or high expectancy value. These rankings were based on each 
ad’s content and ability to encourage positive attitude development (Fishbein and Ajzen 
1975). It was also important to indicate which of the six forces (i.e., social forces, 
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monetary incentives, self-reactive properties, status elements, novel sensory elements or 
activity elements, or a combination of multiple2) that drive human behavior were salient 
in each advertisement (LaRose et al., 2001).   
The preceding research was used to develop the following rubric. The rubric was then 
applied to each advertisement in the compiled composite year of Runner’s World 
magazine in order to interpret and evaluate their content.  
1.   Is the advertisement focused on Product, Person, Setting or Text? 
2. To which gender is the advertisement directed? Males? Females? Neutral? 
3. What type of product is being sold? 
4. What is the ethnicity of the person (if any) shown in the advertisement? Is it 
directed at a specific race or not? 
5. What is the message communicated through this advertisement? 
6. What is the theme of the advertisement (Sexualizing, Female 
Equality/Superiority/Distinction, Fitness or Other)? 
7. Is the advertisement directed at a particular socioeconomic or social class? 
8. What is the tone of the advertisement?  
9. What is the expectancy-value that viewers will develop from this advertisement? 
Is the outcome expectancy minimally, moderately or highly valued? 
10. To which of the 6 forces driving all human behavior does the advertisement 
appeal? 
                                                
2 Social forces: Rewarding interactions with others 
Monetary incentives: Financially rewarding actions 
Self-reactive properties: Attempts to regulate dysphoric moods 
Status elements: Maintaining or improving status 
Novel sensory elements: The search for new information 
Activity elements: The desire to participate in pleasurable activities 
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Evaluation of Advertisements 
In order to simplify comprehension, an interpretation of each advertisement is 
organized into the tables below. Each table references figures found in the appendix.  
Nike 
Table 2. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - January 2001 (See Figure 4) 
Brand Nike 
1. Product, Person, Setting or Text Features product only 
2. Male, Female, Neutral Neutral messaging (however, is male 
version of shoe) 
3. Product Type Running shoe 
4. Ethnicity None displayed or implied 
5. Message communicated The springs in the shoe that “boing” will 
put a “spring in your step” and improve 
your running workouts 
6. Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
General Fitness/Health related theme 
7. Socioeconomic class Affluent-refers to 15 specialty running 
stores, commonly associated with the more 
affluent running culture 
8. Tone Positive, simple 
9. Expectancy-value (low, 
moderate, high) 
High-ad implies that with this shoe alone, 
your running will improve, high motivation 
for runners to achieve this outcome 
10. 6 Forces: Social, Monetary, 
Self-Reactive, Status, Novel 
Sensory, Activity 
Social: available at specialty running stores 
that often have distinct community  
Self-Reactive: achievement motivation 
Status: easily recognizable and unique 
product 
Novel Sensory: springs in heel will 
revolutionize your run 
Activity: promotes running in general 
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Table 3. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - February 2005 (See Figure 5) 
Brand Nike 
Product, Person, Setting or Text Main focus on product, includes person and 
setting as well as motivational text 
Male, Female, Neutral Male 
Product Type Running shoe 
Ethnicity Undefined/Mixed 
Message communicated Despite your strong desire to quit, these 
shoes will help push you to continue your 
run 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Fitness: focuses on pushing through mental 
an physical obstacles to complete workouts 
Socioeconomic class Middle/Upper-appeals to those who can 
afford specialized running equipment 
Tone Triumphant, goal-oriented 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
High-ad implies that these shoes will help 
reach highly-valued goal of completing 
difficult runs 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Self-Reactive: will help achieve 
motivational goals despite barriers 
Novel Sensory: “Nike Max Air” in the heel 
and “Zoom Air” in the forefoot promise 
superior cushioning 
Activity: promotes running even when it 
seems unappealing or too difficult 
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Table 4. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - March 2007 (See Figure 6) 
Brand Nike 
Product, Person, Setting or Text Product is featured on model with 
dominant text headline and copy, implied 
setting of locker room in background, but 
is secondary to everything else 
Male, Female, Neutral Female 
Product Type Sports/Athletic bra 
Ethnicity White 
Message communicated Nike is in tune with women’s specific 
needs and that men’s products will not 
suffice. Athletic products must be tailored 
specifically to women and engineered with 
the female body and its mechanics in mind 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Equality/Superiority/Distinction: The 
headline claims that it is “a running bra 
designed for women,” implying that 
previous models have not been designed 
with female anatomy in mind. In the copy, 
it says that “sorts bras should limit all 
possible movement,” which can be 
interpreted as a metaphor for the perception 
of female athletes in general. This bra 
offers an escape from traditional 
expectations and assumptions while 
providing superior support and 
performance. The last line of the copy 
sums up the text in saying that all of it 
“make[s] sense, even to a man.” It also 
may fit into the sexualizing category as the 
ad strictly depicts the woman’s chest, but it 
appears to be more of an empowering 
image than one of objectification. 
Socioeconomic class Undefined 
Tone Empowerment, freedom, performance, 
quality 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
Moderate: those with a strong need for a 
high level of support highly value the 
product’s promises. 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Social: female athletes are a distinct but 
united community from men with a need 
for this product 
Novel Sensory: will support women’s 
chests better than previous designs 
Activity:  will allow women to run without 
discomfort or tissue damage 
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Table 5. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - April 2002 (See Figure 7) 
Brand Nike 
Product, Person, Setting or Text 2-page ad, one focuses on people, the other 
focuses on product 
Male, Female, Neutral Neutral; skewed towards men based on 
imagery (mostly men pictures, though a 
couple of females are shown), however 
second page shows strictly feet that are 
largely unidentifiable in relation to gender. 
First page features copy regarding a man’s 
experience in the race, while the second 
page simply touts product functionality. 
Product Type Running lifestyle, running apparel, running 
shoes 
Ethnicity Mostly white, some mixed race 
Message communicated The copy at the bottom of the first page 
says “Personal Bests > Honolulu Marathon 
> 12/09/01,” complementing imagery of 
marathon finishers celebrating, looking 
happy and triumphant, implying that in one 
way or another these participants have 
achieved their personal bests (whether it be 
to complete a marathon, improve their 
time, or another goal).  On the second page 
(separated by a page of an article) shows 
what one can assume are the corresponding 
feet of these marathon finishers, all of 
whom are wearing Nike shoes and other 
Nike apparel. This implies that the Nike 
shoes that they wore throughout the 
marathon helped them achieve their 
“personal bests.” The copy at the bottom of 
the second page reads “nikerunning.com,” 
provoking readers to inspect the website. 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Fitness: goal and achievement oriented 
imagery indicate that Nike running 
products will benefit runners 
Socioeconomic class Middle/Upper-geared towards those who 
can afford to enter and train for races as 
well as buy necessary specialty equipment 
Tone Triumphant, success, joy, relief, 
achievement 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
High: The ad implies that through the use 
of the product, wearers can achieve 
“personal bests,” which are very important 
and highly valued to many competitive 
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runners (competitive in the sense of 
competing against themselves or other 
runners). 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Social: completing a marathon allows one 
to become part of a group unique from 
those who haven’t completed one. Also, 
achieving a personal best is something 
often discussed socially amongst runners, 
and this ad implies that the shoes will help 
bring consumers into that social group. 
Self-Reactive: High achievement 
motivation, runners have set goals and 
want to reach them in order to hit their 
personal bests. 
Status: marathon finishers and those that 
achieve their personal bests are awarded a 
certain status in the running community 
Novel Sensory: this ad appeals to two 
senses-both the feeling of finishing a 
marathon and achieving a personal best as 
well as the promised cushioned and stable 
ride from the shoes 
Activity: this shoe enables running a 
marathon as an activity and promotes it 
 
 
Table 5. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - April 2002 (See Figure 7) 
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Table 6. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - May 2009 (See Figure 8) 
Brand Nike  
Product, Person, Setting or Text First read is copy, interwoven into setting 
that reads, “there is no ‘y’ in running 
believe in the run,” followed by the Nike 
logo. Next the setting is noted, an historic 
downtown sidewalk upon which the two 
women are running. The running women 
are visually smallest, but distinctly 
noticeable because of their placement 
(runners aren’t typically imagined running 
under the eaves of a formal, downtown 
theater).   
Male, Female, Neutral Female, features two women running 
Product Type Nike running shoes and apparel, implied by 
logo in copy, logos on products are not 
visible 
Ethnicity White 
Message communicated Running is an unquestionable necessity in 
life; if you believe in running, it will bring 
you joy, happiness, freedom or other 
benefits. It is also something you can do 
with your friend that is healthy and fun. 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Predominantly focuses on fitness and the 
well-being running promotes with a hint of 
female equality by showcasing only two 
females 
Socioeconomic class Upper/Affluent: the women are running 
through an upper-class/ritzy part of a 
downtown setting near a theater which is 
commonly associated with the more 
affluent demographic 
Tone Independence, freedom, commitment 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
Moderate: the expected outcome of buying 
Nike products for running is valuable, but 
not more important than the run itself 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Social: shows that running is something 
friends can do together 
Activity: encourages an activity that is 
healthy, fun, freeing and social 
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Table 7. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - August 2006 (See Figure 9) 
Brand Nike 
Product, Person, Setting or Text Product shown with sizeable text box 
below 
Male, Female, Neutral Female targeted by tagline, “not another 
pink shoe” 
Product Type Running shoe 
Ethnicity Undefined 
Message communicated This shoe is designed for women in all 
aspects. Women’s biomechanics were 
taken into consideration in the design and 
structure of this shoe in order to best serve 
female runners. The copy notes that simply 
changing the color of the shoe to a more 
feminine hue does not make it a women’s 
shoe. 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority/Distinction, 
Fitness or Other 
Equality/Superiority/Distinction: this shoe 
is different from men’s shoes and will 
serve female runners better than other 
brands’. Differentiates women’s running 
style and mechanics from men’s.  
Socioeconomic class Undefined 
Tone “Girl Power,” uniqueness  
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
High: the consumer who would consider 
buying this shoe on the principle that it is 
more mechanically sound for women 
expects that it will improve her runs and 
values that outcome. 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Novel Sensory: motivates consumers by 
promising a better feeling run than other 
shoes 
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Table 8. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - September 2003 (See Figure 10) 
Brand Nike 
Product, Person, Setting or Text Product, setting and text are main focus 
Male, Female, Neutral Male, based on keywords in copy such as 
“ego,” dark and grungy colors 
Product Type Running shoes 
Ethnicity Undefined 
Message communicated This running shoe is more than a shoe; it is 
a critical tool in reaching your goals and 
satisfying your psychological and 
physiological needs.  The copy includes 
many keywords relating to speed and 
quickness, implying that this shoe will help 
the wearer increase become a faster runner 
and that it is all a runner needs to fulfill 
their requirements and is “nourishing.” 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Fitness: this ad focuses on the technical 
performance aspects the shoe will deliver 
as well as the psychological fulfillment of 
achieving speed, endurance or other 
training goals 
Socioeconomic class Middle Class: the setting in what appears to 
be the kitchen of a diner communicates the 
message that it is geared towards people 
who are familiar with this environment 
Tone Grungy, quick, manly, defiant, ‘Average 
Joe” 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
High: as promised in the copy, users will 
expect to run faster and achieve their 
running goals with the help of this shoe. 
The expected outcome of purchase is high. 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Self-Reactive: motivation to achieve fitness 
goals will motivate purchase of the shoe 
Novel Sensory:  the copy indicates that it is 
a light and comfortable shoe 
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Table 9. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - October 2010 (See Figure 11) 
Brand Nike 
Product, Person, Setting or Text Person and product focused, minor text 
elements 
Male, Female, Neutral Female, two shots of the same running 
woman are featured 
Product Type Running shoes (primary focus), apparel 
and Nike+ (a running data tracking 
accessory) 
Ethnicity White 
Message communicated This shoe, in conjunction with the Nike+ 
accessory will help free runners from 
common worries during runs such as pace, 
speed, form, what time it is, and other 
elements. It encourages female runners to 
disregard traditional guidelines for running 
and just enjoy the sport for what it is with 
the help of these products. The setting is 
night time in what appears to be the middle 
of the street, a location typically considered 
risky for women to choose to run. 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Equality/Superiority/Distinction: the word 
“unleashed” promotes the feeling of 
freedom from traditional roles and 
expectations under which women in 
general are placed. The copy below also 
helps to reinforce this feeling of freedom 
by encouraging women to disregard 
common running concerns. 
Socioeconomic class Undefined 
Tone Rebellion, independence, freedom 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
In terms of the shoes, the expectancy value 
is moderate. Consumers will expect a 
comfortable shoe with adequate 
performance. As for the related Nike+ 
accessory, the expectancy value is high. 
Consumers will expect that it will eliminate 
their need to worry about pace, distance, 
time, etc., which are elements in which 
they place a high value, hence their 
motives for purchasing the product. 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Self-Reactive: runners interested in these 
products have goals to achieve a worry-free 
mindset and are motivated to purchase by 
these 
Novel Sensory: runners interested in these 
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products want to eliminate the feelings of 
stress associated with keeping track of the 
metrics, statistics and qualitative elements 
of running 
Activity: these products will allow them to 
run anytime, anywhere without worry 
Table 9. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - October 2010 (See Figure 11) 
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Table 10. Analysis of Nike Advertisement - December 2011 (See Figure 12) 
Brand Nike 
Product, Person, Setting or Text Product is primary focus, setting is 
secondary 
Male, Female, Neutral Male, the styling of the shoe and colors are 
masculine. Gritty, urban street setting 
implies masculine feeling. 
Product Type Running shoe 
Ethnicity Undefined 
Message communicated This shoe can provide “the ultimate ride.” 
The copy explains that it provides 
“exceptional comfort and support, mile 
after mile.” It is sleek, hip and in a modern 
urban setting, implying that it is best suited 
for a modern and stylish urban athlete. 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Other: this advertisement focuses on the 
shoe’s technical aspects and its promised 
performance delivery 
Socioeconomic class Middle/Upper: targeted at those that are 
familiar with the urban environment 
(possibly middle class) as well as those 
who want to seem edgy and urban but in 
fact are more likely considered upper class. 
Tone Rough, gritty, manly, dark, gloomy 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
Moderate: while the ad promotes the 
functionality of the shoe, a lot of the appeal 
is based on style, so the buyer may not hold 
the shoe’s performance at the highest value 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Social: it is a hip, stylish shoe and bears the 
large Nike logo, appealing to those seeking 
social fulfillment and acceptance through 
their product purchases 
Activity: promotes a more comfortable and 
secure running stride 
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Brooks 
 
Table 11. Analysis of Brooks Advertisement - March 2007 (See Figure 13) 
Brand Brooks 
Product, Person, Setting or Text All text with sparse logo imagery 
Male, Female, Neutral Neutral 
Product Type Event guide with Brooks endorsement 
Ethnicity None 
Message communicated Lists races across the United States, is 
Brooks Running’s “Run Happy” Guide 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Fitness: this promotes races for which to 
set running achievement goals as well as 
reminding readers to “run happy.” 
Socioeconomic class Middle/Upper: targeted at those that can 
afford to enter these races and train for 
them 
Tone Positive, upbeat, “Run Happy” 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
Low: mostly informative 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Social: informs people of race 
opportunities intending to motivate them to 
enter; races have an inherently social 
nature 
Self-Reactive: participants set goals and are 
motivated by monetary, fitness and social 
repercussions if they do not do what is 
necessary to achieve the goal of completing 
the race 
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Table 12. Analysis of Brooks Advertisement - May 2009 (See Figure 14) 
Brand Brooks 
Product, Person, Setting or Text All text with sparse logo imagery 
Male, Female, Neutral Neutral 
Product Type Event guide with Brooks endorsement 
Ethnicity None 
Message communicated Lists races across the United States, is 
Brooks Running’s “Run Happy” Guide 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Fitness: this promotes races for which to 
set running achievement goals as well as 
reminding readers to “run happy.” 
Socioeconomic class Middle/Upper: targeted at those that can 
afford to enter these races and train for 
them 
Tone Positive, upbeat, “Run Happy” 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
Low: mostly informative 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Social: informs people of race 
opportunities intending to motivate them to 
enter; races have an inherently social 
nature 
Self-Reactive: participants set goals and are 
motivated by monetary, fitness and social 
repercussions if they do not do what is 
necessary to achieve the goal of completing 
the race 
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Table 13. Analysis of Brooks Advertisement - June 2000 (See Figure 15) 
Brand Brooks 
Product, Person, Setting or Text People focused, separate image of running 
shoe shown at the bottom near copy  
Male, Female, Neutral Neutral-mixed gender group shown (two 
females, four males) 
Product Type Running shoes 
Ethnicity White with one male who may be of mixed 
race 
Message communicated All of the models have little smiling faces 
drawn on the bottoms of their toes 
indicating that their feet are happy in 
connection with Brooks’ “Run Happy” 
slogan. Everyone is smiling and appears to 
be in running clothing, so it can be deduced 
that they went for a run feel happy and 
good (both psychologically and 
physically). The ad also implies that 
running can be a fun group activity.  
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority/Distinction, 
Fitness or Other 
Other: this advertisement implies that 
running can help develop a sense of 
community and friendship as well 
promoting happiness 
Socioeconomic class Undefined 
Tone Happy, positive, encouraging, youthful 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
Moderate: since the promise is rather 
broad, it may be difficult for viewers to 
assign a high expectancy value for this 
advertisement. While enjoying running is 
important, it may not be the most highly 
valued aspect. 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Social: shows that running happily in 
Brooks products will lead to positive social 
interaction 
Activity: Promotes the activity of running 
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Table 14. Analysis of Brooks Advertisement - September 2003 (See Figure 16) 
Brand Brooks 
Product, Person, Setting or Text Product with minimal text 
Male, Female, Neutral Male, based on shoe coloring and copy 
diction 
Product Type Running shoe 
Ethnicity Undefined 
Message communicated The copy uses car-related terms like “get in 
one,” and “an extremely responsive ride 
every mile,” to indicate that a well-
performing running shoe is as important as 
a well-performing car.  It describes that its 
redesigned features will enhance runs of all 
kinds. 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Fitness: touts benefits to training in this 
shoe 
Socioeconomic class Undefined 
Tone Performance, ethereal 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
Moderate: since the copy is so small and 
likely passed over by many viewers, it is 
not strikingly obvious at a glance that this 
is a redesigned shoe specifically retooled in 
order to enhance performance 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Activity:  these shoes help promote 
effective running 
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Table 15. Analysis of Brooks Advertisement - October 2010 (See Figure 17) 
Brand Brooks 
Product, Person, Setting or Text Product and setting 
Male, Female, Neutral Female, shoe pictured has feminine 
coloring and the scene is reminiscent of 
“Alice in Wonderland,” a story featuring a 
female character 
Product Type Running shoe 
Ethnicity Undefined 
Message communicated At first glance, the setting evokes the 
notion of fantasy and magic, concepts 
advertisers may have wanted connected 
with the shoe to imply that they are 
magical and “dream shoes.” The strange 
caterpillar creature seems to reinforce this 
alternate reality feeling. The copy goes on 
to describe that while nature has inspired 
the design of this shoe, a biomechanics 
team perfected its functionality. 
Theme: Sexualizing, 
Equality/Superiority, Fitness or 
Other 
Other: this advertisement focuses on the 
shoe’s performance and technology 
Socioeconomic class Undefined 
Tone Ethereal, surreal, magical, natural 
Expectancy-value (low, moderate, 
high) 
Moderate: this advertisement does not 
make hugely bold claims as to its products 
performance, thus serves more as a brand 
reinforcement than a specific call to 
purchase this exact shoe 
6 Forces: Social, Monetary, Self-
Reactive, Status, Novel Sensory, 
Activity 
Activity: this shoe will help promote proper 
running 
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Results 
RQ1a: How does Nike communicate to female runners through print advertisements in 
Runner’s World Magazine? 
 
 Of the nine ads present in a composite year of Runner’s World magazines 
spanning the years 2000 to 2011, four of the advertisements were targeted specifically at 
women (March 2007, May 2009, August 2006 and October 2010), two were directed at a 
neutral target (January 2001 and April 2002), and three were directed at a male audience 
(February 2005, September 2003 and December 2011). It is clear that Nike realizes the 
huge portion of the running market (53.8%) that women represent and have tailored their 
advertising program in Runner’s World magazine to reflect this marketplace. The overall 
messages in the advertisements specifically targeted at females included:  
 -A recognition of and product and personality differentiation attending to the fact 
that that the needs of female runners differ from those of male runners both 
physiologically and psychologically (March 2007, August 2006). 
 -Women run for myriad reasons other than fitness, including the sense of (mental 
and physical) freedom it delivers, the joy it brings, the social aspects and the community 
that it builds (May 2009). 
 -Women see running as a means of escape from reality, and may use their 
workouts to leverage a sense of control, independence and power, even if over just their 
own lives (October 2010) 
 None of the advertisements placed by Nike depicted women as sexual object or 
defined running as a means by which to achieve an appealing body. The imagery and 
messaging alluded instead to the mental and physical strength and health achieved 
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through running. While the world’s leading athletic wear retail giant reported revenues of 
nearly $16 billion in 2010 (Datamonitor 360), it is not clear what percentage was sold in 
women’s running footwear and apparel, thus hard to determine if Nike’s messaging 
towards women is what women want to hear. It is also important to note that the ads 
specifically targeting women all occurred after 2006, potentially indicating Nike’ 
 
RQ1b: How does Brooks communicate to female runners through print advertisements in 
Runner’s World Magazine? 
  
 Of the five advertisements Brooks placed in Runner’s World magazine, only one 
was directed specifically at women (October 2010), three had neutral targets (March 
2007, May 2009 and June 2000) and only one was specifically targeted at men 
(September 2003). Brooks’ approach is clearly designed to target the running population 
at large, regardless of gender. Similar to Nike, Brooks did not use any objectification or 
sexual references in their advertising, professed to be rampant throughout most 
advertising according to past literature (Lukas, 2011).  In an attempt to connect with 
women, Brooks appealed to the mystique and magic that running holds as well as the 
recognition, both verbally and in product development, that the biomechanical needs of 
female runners differ greatly from those of male runners.  This is not to say this tactic is 
ineffective, in fact, Brooks held 18% of the market share in dollars ($682 million) in 
2010, making it the number one specialty running retailer. Also, overall revenues grew 
23% between 2009 and 2010 (Brooks Media Kit, Leisure Trends Group 2010).  These 
figures, however, do not reflect the portion of retail sales attributed to women’s products, 
which are unavailable.  
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Evaluation and Comparison of Nike’s and Brooks’ Campaigns 
 There is not sufficient sales data available to determine which of the two 
companies is more effective in communicating to women, thus a sweeping conclusion 
cannot be made as to which strategy is more successful.  In addition, the size and scope 
of this study prevent large generalizations from being made regarding the tactic best 
suited for future advertising to women. Nonetheless, within the context of these two 
brands in this vehicle, pertinent information for best practices can be extracted for use in 
other campaigns. 
 Visual Cues: Women are more visually oriented than men and respond strongly to 
visual cues (Holbrook 1986).  In a study of “The Influence of Gender and Emotional 
Valence of Visual Cues on fMRI Activation in Humans,” it was discovered that there was 
more emotional brain activation (as reported by the functional magnetic resonance 
imaging system) amongst female subjects compared to  male subjects when presented 
with a variety of positive and negative visual cues (Klein et al., 2003). Thus, women will 
pick up on visual cues in advertisements more readily than men and have a stronger 
reaction than their male counterparts. 
 Identification: Identification, a primary component to media effects, describes a 
means by which individuals experience and interpret media (Cohen, 2001). Research 
indicates that certain character attributes such as gender can enhance identification 
perceptions (Basow &Howe 1980; Kelman, 1961).  Identification theory indicate that 
people instinctively assess their level of congruency with a character during a media 
interaction (Hovland & Weiss, 1951; Kelman, 1961), a process that prompts individuals 
to identify with characters to which they perceive themselves as similar (Eastin, 2009). 
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To this end, presence of a character in an advertisement can have a more powerful impact 
in general on the effectiveness of the advertisement. In the context of this study, a female 
will identify most with a female character in an advertisement. 
 Saliency: According to Vignoles et al., the salience of a distinctive trait 
determines its accessibility and significance among members of that particular group 
(2000).   Gender cues are more salient for women than men (Hurtig & Pichevin, 1990). 
Further, more recent research indicates that products advertised in conjunction with a 
female spokesperson or characters were viewed as more feminine, whereas those 
featuring a male character or spokesperson were viewed as more masculine (Peirce, 
2001). So, an advertisement featuring a woman is more salient to women than an 
advertisement depicting a man, whereas gender salience is minimal for men, thus 
explaining how and why a person identifies with a particular character in relation to 
gender. 
 To this end, it appears as though Nike communicated with women more 
effectively than Brooks within Runner’s World magazine. On the basis of the sheer 
number of ads directed specifically at women, Nike’s four to Brooks’ one is an easy 
comparison.  The larger quantity of advertisements targeted at women that Nike 
published gives it a distinct advantage over Brooks in that women had more opportunities 
to be exposed to female-centric visual cues. In terms of identification, three of Nike’s 
four female-targeted ads featured shots of women running, while the one Brooks ad only 
implied gender distinction through shoe coloring and depicted no human characters (the 
one imaginary creature shown appears to be either male-skewed or gender-neutral).  In 
the same vain, the indistinct gender associations and/or male-skewed Brooks’ 
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advertisements (included in this study) leads one to surmise that there is less salience 
among women within the Brooks ads than with the Nike ads, causing the Nike ads to 
stand out more to women. Overall, based on the criteria and sample used in this analysis, 
it is clear that Nike’s strategy and execution for targeting female runners in Runner’s 
World magazine was more successful than Brooks’ efforts through its attention to visual 
cues, identification and saliency.  
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Best Practices 
 Research has made it abundantly clear that companies must tailor advertising to 
women (Olson, 2010), and in this case female runners specifically, in order to effectively 
reach their target.  Through this study, several important tactics and strategies have been 
uncovered that can positively affect any running-related advertising campaign directed at 
women. 
1. Gender Roles: The roles of women are changing, thus the way in which 
advertisers communicate with them must change accordingly. As women 
assume different roles in the home, workplace and society, the traditional 
tactics of appealing to women by objectifying and sexualizing them may no 
longer be accepted.  The notion of equality with (or superiority to) males is 
gaining momentum, especially in the context of fitness. More than half of the 
nation’s runners are women, and appealing to their desire to achieve mental 
and physical health from running can be successful if approached correctly 
(i.e. visual cues, identification and salience). Companies targeting women 
must heed this information and incorporate it appropriately in accordance with 
their product and intended user. 
2. Visual Cues: Clear and meaningful visual cues will be more easily noticed and 
absorbed by women than men, so it is important to focus on including these in 
messaging directed at women. 
3. Identification: Women identify most with congruent characters in 
advertisements, thus the way to promote identification in advertisements 
targeted at women is to include actual female characters. 
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a. Salience: Women are more likely to notice an advertisement among 
many others if it is directed specifically at women. If it is directed at a 
neutral or male target, they are less likely to notice it. 
Keeping these items in mind when developing a campaign is critical for 
successfully communicating with female runners.   
Beyond female-targeted advertising it is important to remember that Runner’s 
World subscribers like to explore, learn, value variety in their lives and crave excitement.  
Advertisers considering the magazine as a valuable marketing tool should heed a broad 
scope of information (Runner’s World Media Kit).  Runner’s World reaches a large 
audience with a well-established interest in running and running products, thus making 
the effectiveness of the communication largely a function of the advertising message and 
method.   
 That said, it is important to remember that while advertising does have an impact 
on a company public persona, it does not directly relate to sales. There are multiple 
factors that contribute to consumer purchase behavior and the insights discovered in this 
examination may not encompass the large breadth of information consumers encounter 
and consider when making a purchase decision.  It is, however, critical that companies 
and advertisers communicate to their desired audience in an appropriate and effective 
manner and hopefully some of what this investigation has uncovered can be used to 
inform future advertising decisions to female runners through Runner’s World magazine. 
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Discussion of Methodology  
 
 Compiling a composite year of Runner’s World magazines appears to be an 
effective method of acquiring a sample of the communication efforts targeted at female 
runners by Nike and Brooks. A more comprehensive approach would have been to 
examine every issue from the past twelve years from each of the months. Additionally, 
eliminating much of the subjective bias inherent in interpreting visual images such as 
print advertisements would also serve to improve the reliability and validity of the 
reported results.  Though an objective method and rubric was developed for analysis, 
much of the interpretation is affected by the personal experiences and bias of the coder 
(i.e., report author). Finally, using multiple coders to compare and interpret the ads would 
alleviate any interpretation concerns. 
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Figure 5. Nike Advertisement – February 2005 
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Figure 6. Nike Advertisement – March 2007 
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Figure 15. Brooks Advertisement – June 2000 
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Figure 16. Brooks Advertisement – September 2003 
Figure 17. Brooks Advertisement – October 2010 
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